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A3,000-year-old bust of Egyptian “Boy King” Tu-
tankhamun goes under the hammer yesterday in
London despite an outcry from Cairo. Christie’s

auction house expects the 28.5-centimetre (11-inch) quartz
relic to fetch more than £4 million ($5 million, 4.5 million
euros) at one of its most controversial auctions in years. The
famous pharaoh’s finely-chiseled face-its calm eyes and
puffed lips emoting a sense of eternal peace-comes from the
private Resandro Collection of ancient art that Christie’s last
sold in 2016 for £3 million.

But angry Egyptian officials want the sale halted and the
treasure returned. Christie’s decision “contradicts interna-
tional agreements and conventions,” Egypt’s foreign ministry
said on Wednesday. Former antiquities minister Zahi Hawass
told AFP that the piece appears to have been “stolen” in the
1970s from the Karnak Temple complex. “We think it left
Egypt after 1970 because in that time other artefacts were
stolen from Karnak Temple,” Hawass said. Christie’s counters
that Egypt had never before expressed the same level of con-
cern about a bust whose existence has been “well known and
exhibited publicly” for many years.

“The object is not, and has not been, the subject of an in-
vestigation,” it said in a statement to AFP Wednesday. The
auction house has published a chronology of how the relic
changed hands between European art dealers over the past
50 years. Its oldest attribution from 1973-74 places it in the
collection of Prince Wilhelm of Thurn and Taxi in modern-day
Germany. Yet that account was called into doubt by a report
from the Live Science news site last month suggesting that
Wilhelm never owned the piece. Wilhelm was “not a very art-
interested person,” his niece Daria told the news site. A jour-
nalist and art historian who knew Wilhelm told Live Science
site that the prince had no arts collection at all.

Tutankhamun is thought to have become a pharaoh at the
age of nine and to have died about 10 years later. His rule
would have probably passed without notice were it not for
the 1922 discovery by Britain’s Howard Carter of his nearly
intact tomb. The lavish find revived interest in ancient Egypt
and set the stage for subsequent battles over ownership of
cultural masterpieces unearthed in colonial times. Tu-
tankhamun became commonly known as King Tut and made
into the subject of songs and films. — AFP

Tutankhamun bust faces London 
sale despite Egyptian outcry

Acemetery has popped up outside a Berlin block of art studios
called Treptow Ateliers, with half a dozen crosses marked
“Demolition” or “Expulsion”. The small “graveyard” is an in-

stallation by painters, sculptors and photographers who face losing
their workspaces because of gentrification in the booming capital.
“It’s an installation to draw attention to what’s happening here,” said
painter Lydia Paasche, 41. “Something is being lost here. There won’t
be one cross standing in the end.”

All 30 artists in the building have received a notice to vacate the
premises they have used since 2013. They have been told to leave by
March 2020 as the space is to be demolished and replaced by a five-
storey mixed-use complex. Their fate mirrors a wider problem in the
city, where up to 350 art studios are closing every year, driven out
by rising costs, according to the Association of Professional Visual
Artists in Berlin (BBK).

With rents doubling in just a decade, Berlin risks losing its repu-
tation as a mecca for artists. Irishman Lorcan O’Byrne arrived in the
1980s in a still-divided Berlin, drawn by its extraordinary mix of cul-
tural edginess, political activism and huge vacant spaces in which
budding artists could thrive. For him, “the irony is that the newly ar-

rived, who were drawn to Berlin by its arty scene, are driving out the
cultural spaces that drew them in the first place” by putting further
pressure on the property market.

‘Not prepared’ 
Artists flooded into the German capital from the 1989 fall of the

Berlin Wall, many taking over vacant residential buildings or disused
industrial sites. Far cheaper than other Western capitals, Berlin swiftly
became a magnet for many young artists starting out. But three
decades on and with Germany’s job market booming, investors have

also increasingly crowded into Berlin, putting pressure on the prop-
erty market.

Over the past decade, several art squats or colonies had to make
way, including the celebrated Tacheles in central Berlin which was
cleared in 2012 to be replaced by a luxury apartment block and a
hotel that are yet to be built. Half of the 8,000 Berlin artists polled
by BBK fear losing their studios in the medium term. Acknowledging
the problem, Berlin’s culture minister Klaus Lederer said: “The spiral
of commercial rent is inversing rapidly and leading to the disappear-
ance of a big number of art spaces.”

“We were not prepared for this,” he conceded in an interview
with Berliner Zeitung. “We should have begun preparing policies
seven or 10 years ago.” But Peter Ottmann, who owns Treptow Ate-
liers, defended his rebuilding project, arguing that it would in future
benefit more people because new studios would be built alongside
around 30 apartments and a kindergarden on the site stretching over
4,500 square meters (a little more than an acre). “I can understand
that the tenants are emotional about this,” he said.  “But it’s important
to remember that the new project will provide space for 175 peo-
ple-that is, 150 more than currently.”

‘It would be boring’ 
But the artists said they were not given a guarantee they could

stay. Further, rents would be raised in the new complex, at a time
when Berlin has taken the drastic measure of freezing rents for five
years to cool the market. “There hasn’t been any discussion,” Paasche
said. “He informed us that we can put our names on the waiting list
for these studios. “But putting myself on the list is accepting that I’m
being expelled and not fighting against it.” The artists at Treptow
Ateliers are hoping that the authorities will step in. — AFP

Artists battle expulsion
as rents rise in
booming Berlin

German artist Sebastian Koerbs displays samples of his work in his
studio at the “Treptow Ateliers” artist colony in Berlin.

( From left)  German artist Sebastian Koerbs, German artist Lydia
Paasche, Irish artist Lorcan O’Byrne and Italian photographer Michele
Caliari, pose outside the “Treptow Ateliers” artist colony in Berlin.

Canadian painter Marc Bowditch at work in his studio at the “Trep-
tow Ateliers” artist colony in Berlin.

German artist Lydia Paasche poses in her studio at the “Treptow
Ateliers” artist colony in Berlin. — AFP photos


